
testify, are naive enough to believe Big Business is altruistic to its 

employees. 

However, the "Back to Basics" movement has another genesis besides 

the tradition of the schools teaching morality and building character. That 

is the view that education must be a useful tool. Perhaps the best example 

of this is The First Book of Country Life Readers by Cora Wilson, founder of 

the Moonlight Schools and President of the Kentucky Illiteracy Commission. 

The Moonlight Schools were set up to teach adult farmers and their wives who 

found their way to night school oy moonlight. Ms. Wilson wastes no time on 

frills. She is eminently pragmatic. Her purpose is to iT1111erse her students 

in the mainstream of American life. l She tells them the necessity of voting, 

why one should keep clean, the filth of flies, the need.to rotate crops, and 

many other such pragmatic topics. The goal of these primers is not religious 

indoctrination, although that appears in them, but that "clean pores, clean 

teeth, a 'garage' .for the fann wagon, and .a neat house, painted in an 

acceptable .suburban hue are essential to full participation in Amer.ican 

life." (Schroeder, p. 68) 

How much of the concern over falling SAT test scores and how much of 

the "Back to Basics" movement is a result of the schools getting away from 

these two traditions is difficult to say. Yet it is undoubtedly a major 

cause. Little comment was raised about test scores falling in the 1960's. 

Modular scheduling and film courses probably contribute more to the outcry 

than do the actual scores. These courses are fun. Whether or not they are 
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effective is not the question: Americans know that good education, like good 

medicine, should taste bitter. While I agree with Ms. Carson that the 

McGuffey Reader should be put ·to sleep, I wish that we had a comparable 

reader today, one that could capture the spirit of the 1970's the way they 

caught the flavor of their times. But then today is more complicated -

sociologically. We a~e ~o longer a rural nation, but an urban one with 

different values for each major group. doubt if even the venerable 

William Holmes McGuffey could come up with a corrrnon reader that would be 

suitable for all. 

Notes 

l . A 11 refere~ces to the Moonlight Schoo ls come from Fred E. H. Schroeder 
"T~e Ge~es1s of Dick and Jane" in Outlaw Aesthetics, Bowling Green ' 
Un1v~r~1ty Popula~ Press, 1977, pp-:-li2=93. Anyone interested in the 
tradttton of American school primers should read this chapter. 

THE J.M.W. TURNER WATERCOLORS 

Dale S. Olson 
St. Cloud, Minnesota 

An impression of an impression of color 
brushed with a sun ray 
tipped of spider silk 
Images arose 
never to be again 
Worlds turned together 
in an instant 
then melted 
like fog in the sun 
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